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Office holder reports
The President's Message
Hullo everyone, and welcome to the Ulysses Club Eurobodalla Branch's 9th AGM. The 10
year anniversary is early next year, 2013, I will need to be prompted regarding the month,
but the year 2003 is easy to remember - that was the year Harley turned 100.
Naturally, we will have to celebrate when the time comes, so any suggestions will be
gratefully received.
Down here on the coast, we have had another enjoyable year of riding our motorbikes,
socialising, and increasing our numbers with even more newbies every other month. Good
roads to ride, and good friends to ride with; doesn't get much better than that.
Another National AGM has just gone by and I believe we had around 16 members travel to
Mildura to be part of the experience. From all reports it was well worth the effort.
However, no verbal report can compete with photos, so start downloading and send your
pics off to Peter and Robert so we can see them on our website. With regard to our local
website, Robert Overdijk (besides everything else he does for us) has put together some
helpful information on vintage registrations for bikes, and has created a spot for it on our
website along with relevant RTA info and forms, interesting reading. Your committee
members continue to work hard to keep you informed. This year another big 'thanks' goes
out to Chris and Jenny Zammit for their continued efforts at keeping social outings
happening, and for their hospitality at the last Christmas party. Murray Osborne has had
another bumper year introducing more merchandise and clothing, and Frank Hopkins, as
usual, continues to do a marvellous job banking all that cash, and keeping us all on the
'straight and narrow'.
Back in October last year, we reported that Frank (Secretary/Treasurer) wanted a rest
from some of the many responsibilities he has coordinating this branch. Peter Anderson
made the call in his article in our newsletter, urging you to step up and have a go. "There
are no hard jobs on the committee (except for the editor's)" he told us, he must have been
referring to mine I suppose, which, I might add, became even easier with what happened
next. Peter has put his hand up for the Secretary's job, and Noel Andrews has stepped up
for a position on the committee. Well done; and welcome aboard.
I would like to thank everyone who has contributed to the on-going success of our branch
(by those who organise and arrange, and those who 'turn up' at rides, outings, trips away,
barbecues and Saturday coffee mornings), and I look forward to our 10th year
celebrations.
Jim Chaplin
# 38825

Treasurer's Report
The following is a brief summary of the financial statements presented at the recent AGM.
Income: $1826.71 (including GST)
Expenses: $631.74 (including GST)
Stock on hand: $357.00
Bank balance: $1,157.12
Frank Hopkins
#29508

Quartermaster’s Report
Many thanks to those of you who have supported the Branch through Gear Shop purchases
over the past twelve months. For the 12 month period ending 31 March 2012, 52 items
have been purchased, totalling $1424, a great result.
The new style Branch shirt has been well received with 22 being sold in the past 2 months.
The new shirt has been introduced due to some members finding the previous shirt a bit
uncomfortable during the summer months.
If anyone is interested we have in stock two of the old original shirts, 1 small and 1 medium
size, which are on special for $25. These are a great shirt and only became unavailable due
to the manufacturer discontinuing the line. There is also 1 XL size of the previous style also
going for $25. As I previously mentioned this type of shirt has been found to be
uncomfortable on warmer days , but having said that, they are suitable for the cooler
months. If any of the above is your size and you are interested in purchasing a second shirt
at a reduced price let me know.
The new name badges have proven popular with 21 being purchased by members in just a
few weeks. Some of you will remember that we had these in place some years ago but they
fell by the wayside possibly due to names being embroidered on shirts. I would like to
thank Evan Holt for re-igniting interest in the name badge concept.
My role as Branch Quartermaster has been most enjoyable thanks to the support of a great
group of members. It has been a pleasure working with the Committee Members and I
would like to thank each of them for their support and friendship.
I look forward to continuing on as Quartermaster.
Again thank you all'
Murray Osborne
#42918

Social Committee's Report
Firstly thank you that all that have assisted and attended the social events over the past
twelve months, it is appreciated. It makes the efforts involved well worthwhile.
The past quarters social activities has seen only the one event which was to Mystery Bay
for a BBQ. The day was well attended with 18 people enjoying a fine sunny day. The breeze
was a bit cool from the South so the water wasn't as inviting as it was the same time as last
year where a few of us took a dip in the ocean.

The BBQ events are reasonably popular and luckily we have enjoyed good weather on the
day for the past few years. The next BBQ is to be at Shelly Beach, Moruya South Heads, on
the 13th of May. The cost is $3.00 per head which covers the expenses of a sausage
sandwich and a coffee or tea. Thanks again to those in the past who have brought some
other treats along, it is always appreciated by those who have a sweet tooth.
It has been discussed briefly that northern location could be found for the same sort of
BBQ event, to cater for the Shoalhaven Shire members, as it appears that there a quite a
few who have joined in recent times come from the Shoalhaven. A location is still to be
found but the Committee is looking for a similar type of facility in the Shoalhaven as it is at
Moruya and Mystery Bay. Generally we enjoy the location to ourselves and that could be
the attraction. Hopefully a suitable location will be found and it will be included in the
next ride calendar.
The current ride calendar has asked for a level of interest in a two night stay in the
Illawarra area as we have done in past years. The date hasn't been set as yet, and it is not to
be the Queen's birthday weekend, but there is a few of the branch who have indicated an
interest in joining the suggested ride. On the past two occasions we have stayed at East's
park in Kiama which seemed to cater for most people's requirements. Once the level of
interest is found we can start to organise things.

The Christmas in July was well received by those who went to Nelligen last year so it could
be a proposal for this year. A notice will be sent out which may not be until June as to if it
is to be at the Steam Packet Hotel in Nelligen again. It may depend on whether the hotel is
to hold another event this year but if not we can do something ourselves perhaps?
Looking forward to another year of social activities, all the best regards.
Chris Zammit
#52028

Ride coordinator and Webmaster's report (Branch AGM 2012)
Firstly my apologies for not being present at the 2012 Eurobodalla Branch AGM, Kerry
and I are spending this weekend at Wakefield Park as the "support crew" for our youngest
son who is participating in the Formula Oz rounds. Spending some time at the various race
circuits watching the bike racing, is at the same time exhilarating and also worrisome as a
parent.
Another year for the Eurobodalla Ulysses Branch and now going into the 10th year since
we started early 2003. With 80+ on our on email list and the large turn out at Lilli Pilli last
Saturday followed up by 9 going on the Sunday ride which was extended at the first coffee
stop to include the Kiama bends, Jamberoo, Robinson and back through Kangaroo Valley,
our branch is going pretty well. It is with ongoing pleasure that I am part of this branch
and able to carry out the positions of ride coordinator and webmaster. I have again
accepted the nomination as an ordinary committee member for another year to continue
those positions.

From a personal perspective, some of the highlights of this year were the various BBQ's
which were all very well attended, the Saturday coffee socials, the Sunday rides, the annual
Snowy Ride, and the recent Mildura AGM and a special mention for the two Sunday rides
to visit the Gibson car collection in Ulladulla last November and the very extensive Toet,
motorcycle, car and memorabilia collection in Canberra last February.
The Toet collection visit was our biggest Sunday turn out for a very long time, together
with the Canberra Ulysses Branch and the ACT Historic Club who also put on the BBQ it
was a memorable experience.
The Toet's also found an interesting way of storing the old engine oil. (More photos on our
website and the ACT Vintage Club website)
Thanks to David Lovie for suggesting the Gibson visit and Brian Butters for putting me in
touch with Peter Toet. Chris Zammit's assistance with the ride calendars is much
appreciated and ride suggestions from our members will result in interesting rides for
everyone , keep them coming.
Robert Overdijk
#32149

Secretary/Editor’s ramblings
I hope I’m not tempting fate because I am writing this report prior to the Branch AGM (its
actually on tomorrow as I write this) and I have not yet been elected to the position of
Secretary (I live in hope that somebody else will put their hand up before the actual
election).
This edition of the Newsletter is several weeks late and for that I humbly apologise. In my
defence I have not had a lot of time to devote to this task. For those who don’t know, Bev
and I had our home flooded in January while we were away in Canberra and Sydney. A
hose broke from the hot water tap that connects to the washing machine. Water continued
to flow for three to four days before a neighbour noticed it running out our front door. On
and off for a total of four or five weeks we have not been able to live in the house. The good
news is that the new floor coverings were laid yesterday (Friday, 20th April) and we expect
all repairs to be finished by the 2nd or 3rd of May. Our advice is to make sure you turn your
water supply off if you are going to be away from your home for a day or more. Make sure
you turn off your hot water system as well.
A sad moment in our Branch’s short history occurred on Monday, 30th January when Doug
Walden, one of our original members and our oldest member died. I have re-published a
“Member Profile” that Robert wrote in February 2009 for this Newsletter. Valé Doug!
We are making some changes to the way the Committee communicates with you the
members. We have a new Google gMail e-mail address – eurobodallaulysses@gmail.com.
Using gMail means that we will be able to have a single members contact list that will be
available to all Committee members. So in future communications will not be held up
because the holder of the mailing list is not available. It would be nice to get this new
contacts list up-to-date with other member’s details such as phone and mobile numbers

and more importantly Ulysses membership numbers. If you have a spare moment, drop
me an e-mail to the new address with your details please. Using Google services also
means we can use other services such as Google Docs and Google Groups. Groups would
allow us to have our own Branch forum; if you think this would be useful then again let me
know.
Peter Anderson
#48070

Just bring it back tomorrow
An old grizzled biker walks into the barbershop for a shave and a haircut, but he tells the
barber he can't get all his whiskers off because his cheeks are wrinkled from age.
The barber gets a little wooden ball from a cup on the shelf and tells him to put it inside
his cheek to spread out the skin.
When he's finished, the old biker tells the barber that was the cleanest shave he's had in
years, but what if he would have accidentally swallowed that little ball? The barber
replied: "You could just bring it back tomorrow like everyone else does.”

What’s happening in our Branch?
Doug Walden – Ridden On!
On Monday, 30th January 2012 Doug Walden died peacefully in his sleep. Doug was one of
our Branch’s founding members and was its oldest member. The Branch has already
passed on it’s condolences to his family and provided a Guard of Honour at his funeral.
Robert Overdijk wrote a Member Profile of Doug for the February 2009 Newsletter. We republish that article as a mark of respect for our riding companion.
Member: Doug Walden #31363
Age: 83 (in 2009)
Born: 25th May, 1930 at Croydon Park, Sydney
Occupation: Blacksmith Forger, Boilermaker
Life history
Started in 1938 as an apprentice blacksmith-forger putting up my age to get a start.
Working in Darling Harbour near Pyrmont Bridge which had 10 blacksmith shops in those
days which now have all disappeared. Manufacturing cranes, pressure vessels and forging
hooks up to 90 tonne lifting capacity in conditions up to 130 degrees F. During the war
years, I worked on manufacturing ammunition, guns, cannons, bulldozers, repairing war
damaged ships etc. We moved to Broulee in the fifties working in the Moruya Granite
Quarry maintaining the two locomotives. Later owning a business maintaining trucks,
tippers while we also had a prawn trawler the "Wanderer" for about 3 years in the early
seventies. I certainly had my share of prawns.
I also worked in Council's workshop for some years. I retired due to problems with my
ticker in the early eighties. We then moved to Surfside.
I keep busy, working on my bike, car, caravan and best of all, travelling with Iris.
Bike riding history
Starting on a 1928 Flattank 4 1/4 2 speed Norton well before I could legally ride. Got
pulled over once, carrying a passenger, no licence and got away with it and guess who took
my driving test 18 months later.
During the war years I had a Waratah (made by Williams Bros. Sydney from British
components ed.) for which I had to pinch fuel from the workshop to keep it on the road.
Bought my first new bike a Velocette in 1946 and had many other bikes such as a Stevens
(early AJS), AJS, Aerial, Matchless, Royal Enfield, FN, BSA's, Rudge and many others. My
first jap bike was a 250 twin Lilac OHV, shaft drive and a great handler.
I enjoyed short circuit racing especially on the Velocette. We would ride to Bathurst,
Windsor, Amaroo, take the lights off, change the muffler and jetting, race the bike , change
it back again and ride home. Rode a BSA B31 in the 8 hour race at Muswellbrook when a

leak in the tank stopped me early, we emptied the tank, blew it dry with exhaust fumes for
10 minutes, then welded the tank, put it back on and got 8th place out of about 150.
Still enjoying the occasional Sunday rides, the annual Snowy Ride and being a flag marshal
at the St George motor bike races at Wakefield Park.
The best bike I have ridden/owned: The brand new Velocette in 1946 would be the
most favourite.
The worst bike I have ever ridden: None, I enjoyed everyone of the bikes over the 70
years I have been riding.
Likes: Travelling and motorbikes. We are planning another Camper trip soon after some
eye surgery.
Dislikes: Getting old and back aches.
Best thing I ever done: Getting married to Iris 60 years ago.
Ambitions: Still riding when I turn 90.

Doug’s Kawasaki Turbo – nice bike!

New members
Welcome to the following new members of our branch:



Dave Bain from Milton, member number 60244. Dave’s contact details are: e-mail
davidhbain51@iprimus.com.au and mobile number 0405-520-987
Paul Breen, member number: 58500. Paul’s contact details are: e-mail
paul.breen@ozemail.com.au and mobile number 0412-716-839

Make sure you say “Hello!” to them next time you see them.
We would also like to say “au revoir” to Lyell and Helen Jenkins who have recently moved
to Cootamundra. Both have played important roles in the history of our Branch including
terms on our Committee. Lyell has served several terms as Branch President while Helen
was a member of the out-going Committee. Our sincere thanks for all your work.
If you want to contact Lyell and Helen their details are:
Address: 12 Mary Angove Cres. Cootamundra NSW 2590
Lyell's e-mail: eljay110@gmail.com
Helen's e-mail: helencoota@gmail.com
Mobile: 0417-267-581

Branch AGM
The Branch held its Annual General Meeting on Sunday, 22nd April at the Tomakin Sports
and Social Club.

The main items of business are the Committee member’s reports to members (see a
summary of these above) and the election of new Committee for 2012-13. There has been
only minor change to the 2011-12 Committee; Frank Hopkins, formally
Secretary/Treasurer, was able to convince the Newsletter Editor to take on the role of

Secretary and with Helen Jenkins’ move to Cootamundra her place on the Committee was
taken by Noel Andrews. All other Committee positions remain unchanged.

Friendly Advice
Please take care of yourself. A recent joint study conducted by the Department of Health
and the Department of Motor Vehicles indicates that 13% of traffic accidents are alcohol
related. This means that the remaining 87% are caused by assholes who drink water,
coffee, tea, carbonated drinks, juices, and eat yogurt and shit like that. Therefore, beware
of those who do not drink alcohol. They cause more than six times as many accidents.

Saturday morning coffee ride

The Branch organises an enjoyable soiree each Saturday morning for a short ride (for
those who'se bikes don't get out much), stimulating conversation (on subjects such as the
differences in valve stem guides between the 1975 and 1976 BMW R-90 - fascinating) and
good coffee (tea or Bonox is optional). These pleasant get togethers alternate between:






First Saturday of the month: Bodalla Bakery, Bodalla
Second Saturday of the month: By the Beach Bakery, Lilli Pilli
Third Saturday of the month: Bodalla Bakery, Bodalla
Fourth Saturday of the month: By the Beach Bakery, Lilli Pilli
Fifth Saturday of the month: Nelligen Corner Store

Come along for a pleasant morning with your fellow members. If you are a prospective
member this is a great way to "try before you buy".
Can you please remember not to park in front of the shops at Lilli Pilli – thanks!

Wednesday rides

If you find yourself at a loose end any Wednesday morning consider coming for a ride.
Mid-week is often a much more pleasant time for a ride than over the weekend; there is
not as much traffic and the destinations tend to be much less crowded. Ride destinations
are published on the Ride Calendar but because numbers are often small there is some
scope for variation. If you want to know more contact Peter Anderson on (02) 4472-2274
or 0458-13-95-95.

Sunday rides
The main riding activity for the Branch is the Sunday Ride. These take in a greater variety
of destinations and are often longer rides than the Wednesday outings.
Details of the Sunday Rides are provided in the Branch’s Ride Calendar.

The Branch has a Welfare Officer
Neil 'Doc' Adams is the Branch's Welfare Officer. He asked that this small piece be
included in the Newsletter so that members know he's there if needed.
"I am available if needed for any matter that might require the help of some body wearing
the label 'welfare officer'. It might be the case that, since we are all pretty independant and
self sufficent buggers, we don't like to ask for help when it might be needed. So I might ask
that if any of us does know of a fellow member who might be in need of a bit of support of
some kind, but would never ask for it himself, they might let me know and I'll try to make
an appropriate offer or approach. Although it may not be relevant to my current role, I
should mention that I spent quite a few years as a counsellor, including drug counselling
and marriage guidance counselling."
Regards, Doc
#13688

Now THIS is a trike!
Picture provided by Doc Adams – is he thinking of trading up/down from his Can-Am?

Two girlfriends
Two girlfriends where speeding down the highway at well over a 160 kph. "Hey!" asked
the brunette at the wheel, "See any cops following us?"
The blonde turned around for a long look. "As a matter of fact I do!" she replied
"Oh NOOOOOOOOO!" yelled the brunette! "Are his flashers on?" she asked.
The blonde turned around again. "YUP... NOPE... YUP... NOPE... YUP..."

Mildura AGM 2012
Below is a collection of photographs taken by members who attended the 2012 Ulysses
AGM at Mildura. Enjoy…

Two French Paratroopers
Two French paratroopers were seconded to the Special Air Service (SAS) for special
training.
After the first day they met up in the bar. "Ah, Pierre ," asks one,"'ow 'av you been
doing?"
"Merde!" answers Pierre . "I 'av 'ad ze most terrible day. Terrible! At seex zis morning I
was woken by zis beeg 'airy sergeant. 'E dragged me out of bed and onto ze parade
ground."
"And zen what 'appened?" enquired his mate.
"I will tell you what 'appened! 'E made me climb urp zis seely leetle platform five feet off
ze ground and zen 'e said "Jurmp!"
"And did you jurmp?" asks his mate.
"I did not. I told 'im - 'I am a French paratrooper. I do not jurmp five feet. Eet is beneath
my dignity'."
"And zen what 'appened?" asks his mate.
"Zen 'e made me climb urp zis seely leetle platform ten feet off ze ground, and 'e said
"Jurmp."
"And did you jurmp?" asks his mate.
"I did not. I told 'im - 'I am a French paratrooper. I do not jurmp ten feet. Eet is beneath
my dignity'."
"What 'appened zen?" asks his mate.
"Zen 'e made me climb urp zis rickety platform un 'undred feet above ze parade ground.
'E undid 'is trousers, took out zis enormous weely, and 'e said 'If you do not jurmp, I am
going to steek zis right urp your burm!'"
"Sacre Bleu, mon ami" says his mate. "And did you jurmp?"
"A leetle, at ze beginning.”

Member's Ride
This is a section of the newsletter where we do a mini-review of one of our member's
motorcycle(s). If you would like to see your bike in print please contact the editor,
otherwise this column will be filled with motor scooter reviews!
It is quite a while since we had one of these columns but I am hoping to make it a more
regular feature. For this issue I asked David Lovie to chat with us about his (relatively) new
Honda CBF1000F sports tourer. Over to David:
I am David Lovie, a guinea pig for the "Member's Ride" newsletter column, and this is an
article on my main bike. I am answering a series of questions put to me by Peter.

What is it?
The bike is a 2008 Honda CBF1000F, first registered in 2010 and purchased by me from
the original Brisbane owner in April 2011 with 3200 km on the clock, and many extras.
The new price of the bike with all extras was around $19000, but cost me $9990. It now
has around 13000 km on the clock.

What did you have before the Honda?
I had and still have a Suzuki DL650 V-strom, of which I am the second owner, and have
travelled 34000 km of the 42000 km on the clock. I also have a EFI 125cc Daelim scooter,
which is my shopping trolley (if you buy a scooter get one with a flat floor big enough for
beer cartons, fuel containers etc.).

Why buy a new bike?
The V-strom is a tall bike with long suspension travel to allow rough country road rides. As
such it is not the easiest bike to carry a pillion passenger on, and so I was always worried
about putting my wife off bikes in more ways than one. Otherwise, it is an ideal long
distance all road tourer, with upright riding position, the ability to stand up easily to
stretch the legs whilst riding, low weight on the wrists, long range 22 litre tank, low fuel
consumption (around 4 k/l), great bug protection from the weird looking almost vertical
screen, a bulletproof engine and arguably the best gearbox and gear change in a mass
produced bike.
I decided to look for a better pillion carrier, but still wanted to retain the great touring
characteristics of the V-strom.

Why pick this bike?
Many bikes generally met what I was looking for, but there were several needs that,
coupled together, reduced the field to a few. I wanted if possible to keep the V-strom, so
felt I should not spend a massive amount on the next bike. I had around $15000 I could
put to the second bike. I wanted a bike that when astride allowed me as an average height
rider to put my feet flat on the ground when stationary. I wanted ABS. I wanted a good
luggage carrier for touring. I wanted a comfortable long distance tourer that I could easily
stand up on when riding. I wanted a comfortable pillion position. And although in no way
a necessity, I wanted more grunt and sharp handling just for the fun of it.

I ultimately decided on the Honda because the particular bike I purchased had full press
button removable panniers and top-box, a clip-on tank-bag, an all weather GPS casing for
a pocket GPS, engine protection bars, an integrated security system, a centre stand,
lambswool seat cover, very low kms, was unmarked in black, and as with all of that model,
an adjustable seat height of 780 to 810 mm and most importantly the linked ABS system
for which many Honda makes are renowned. The only extras I have added are heated hand
grips and a 12 volt socket for the GPS and phone.

What else did you consider?
I did not consider cruisers or sports bikes because for my needs those bikes were either
limited in handling or long distance comfort. My preference at the time was for a bike
which was either belt or shaft driven. I did consider a BMW; I had fallen in love with the
R1200R and F800ST and to a slightly lesser extent the F650GS (800cc version) at the
Ulysses AGM in Newcastle – alas, I didn’t have the money to fulfill my desires. Those
desires came to a grinding halt when the guy parked next to me in the bike park on his
seemingly superficially damaged F800ST (it had been pushed over off it's stand at work by
someone who had just got the sack) told me the repair bill was $12000.

What I kept coming back to in my considerations was the faired Suzuki Bandit. For
$13000 plus on-road costs I could get a new one. For a lot less I could get a low K’s one
with lots of extras. Tony Martin, one of our local members, kindly offered me a ride on his
recently purchased naked Bandit, and I was hooked. Talk about turbine-smooth grunt and
immense low-down torque. So, onto Bikesales, Tradingpost and all other ad venues. I
found a beautiful dark blue faired Bandit in Wagga Wagga, with panniers, top-box,
Acropovic exhaust, etc. etc., for $9000 with 9000 km on the clock. Then I looked at Utube

minutes later and that's when I saw the comparison between the Bandit and the
CBF1000F. I had not even considered the Honda, and to be truthful, hadn't heard of it. It
had almost identical performance figures, was slightly smaller and lower, and had linked
ABS brakes. It fitted my size and needs perfectly.

Where did you buy the Honda?
As mentioned previously, from Brisbane, from a Bikesales ad. I had a Brisbane mate check
it for me, and he advised that it was unmarked and unencumbered and if I was serious, to
get up there quick.

What do you like about the Honda?
As I did with the Bandit, its turbine smooth and torquey inline four. It will pull in top gear,
two up, from 30 kph! The engine is a massively detuned Fireblade super-bike engine,
which has been reconfigured for torque over power at highway-legal speeds. Whilst it
won't come near the 'Blade for acceleration, 0-100 in 3.2 seconds and a top speed of
240kph is quick enough for the likes of this geriatric. There is no shake at 180 with
panniers fitted, on a test track of course. I also like the beautifully integrated snap-on
luggage, the relatively long distance comfort, the low adjustable seat height and the
beautiful hydraulic linked ABS brakes.
Please note that Nigel McFarlane prefers his new 'Blade over his BMW K1200S, and that
Casey Stoner rides one by preference.

What don't you like about the Honda?
The gear change is nowhere near as good as the Suzuki, with false gear changes often
unless I am ultra careful at each change. If it was me, it would happen on the V-strom,
which it doesn't. With the low sports screen, I get covered in bugs, which doesn't happen
on the Suzuki. It only has a range of around 300 km, as opposed to the Suzuki's 450 plus
km. My wrists get a bit sore on a long ride due to the more sporty ride position than the
Suzuki, and I need earplugs due to the wind noise across my helmet. I don't with the Vstrom, and can even ride it with visor open, an impossible task on the Honda. And finally,
because the engine is so smooth and quiet, with the compulsory earplugs it's almost
impossible to hear the engine and thus notice the Honda creeping up over the speed limit,
often to a considerable degree on long straight roads. I-am-going-to-get-booked.
Well that finishes the Member's Ride column. I would like to thank David for making the
time to photograph and chat about his bike. I have included specifications from
www.totalmotorcycle.com where you can find more details and pictures of this model.

Specifications
Engine Type: Liquid-cooled inline-four
Displacement: 998 cc
Bore & Stroke: 75 mm x 56.5 mm
Compression Ratio: 11:1
Valve Train: Chain-driven DOHC, 4 valves per cylinder
Fuel Delivery: PGM-FI electronic fuel injection
Transmission: Six-speed
Final Drive: O-ring-sealed chain; 16T/43T
Front Suspension: 41 mm cartridge-type telescopic fork; 120 mm travel
Rear Suspension: Pro-Link with gas-charged HMAS single shock; 120 mm travel
Tires: 120/70ZR–17 radial front; 160/60ZR–17 radial rear
Brakes: Dual 296 mm discs with triple-piston callipers and Combined Braking System with
ABS (front) and 240 mm disc with triple-piston calliper and ABS (rear)
Seat Height: 795 mm (+/- 15mm); 3-position adjustable
Seating capacity: Two
Wheelbase 1,480 mm (58.2 inches)
Curb Weight: 250 kg including required fluids and full tank of fuel
Fuel Capacity: 19 litres including 4 liter reserve
Colours: Nightstar Black Pearl, Euro Silver Metallic

Bikes on the Net
This section of the Newsletter will report on motorcycling things of interest that have been
seen on the Internet. If your browsing comes across anything you feel might be of interest
please send the URL to the editor.

Ducati Monster Diesel
Editor’s note: This story is perhaps one of the most important and far-reaching
motorcycle news items of recent times. It is particularly pertinent for this time. Who
would have ever thought that Ducati would produce a “Diesel” model? Read on to find out
more…

This special edition Italian naked bike will go on sale from July globally and features a
unique 'urban military' style to emphasise its stylishness
Meet the Ducati Monster Diesel, the world's first two-wheeled diesel bike…

The Ducati Monster Diesel bike is based on an 1100 EVO model, outputting around 73 kW,
and features an 'urban military chic' design motif that adopts a black-on-green colour
scheme.
The trellis frame, wheels, exhaust pipes and forks have been blacked-out, while the tank is
finished in a colour titled 'Diesel Brave Green matte'.

Front brake calipers are finished in shocking yellow "to make a strong reminder of the
model's performance heritage," says Ducati. The seat is also new, ribbed and finished in
suede.
The Ducati Monster Diesel will go on sale globally from July 2012.
"The Monster Diesel … reflect the 'coolness' of this iconic motorcycle and our brand in
general," said Gabriele Del Torchio, President of Ducati Motor Holding.
Source: http://www.bikepoint.com.au/news/2012/road/ducati/2012-ducati-monsterdiesel-29298
Editor’s note 2: This edition of the Newsletter (and thus this story) was originally
scheduled to be published at the beginning of April. More details on the Diesel Ducati can
be found on-line at www.diesel.com/ducati
And for more news about Ducati read on…

Audi buys Ducati €860 million
Speculation like the following post from MotoBlog.it has been rife across the ‘Net over
recent weeks:

Published: 17 April 2012 by Adriano
(www.motoblog.it/post/37293/audi-acquista-ducati-per-860-milioni-di-euro)
The news is now almost official! Audi car company headed by the Volkswagen Group, has
finally reached an agreement with Investindustrial for the purchase of Ducati Motor
Holdings . According to the agreement, the Ingolstadt close the operation corresponding to
the now former majority shareholder of Ducati a sum close to €860 million, a figure that
also includes the debt accrued by the Borgo Panigale.
According to Reuters, two sources very close to the negotiations have already confirmed
the success of the negotiations …
The following statement was issued on Thursday, 18th April by Audi AG:
Apr 18, 2012
AUDI AG acquires sports motorcycle manufacturer Ducati Motor Holding S.p.A.
AUDI AG is acquiring from Investindustrial Group the tradition-steeped Italian sports
motorcycle manufacturer Ducati Motor Holding S.p.A., which has its registered office in
Bologna. The transaction will be completed as quickly as possible once authorized by the
competition authorities. The Supervisory Boards of AUDI AG and Volkswagen AG
approved the acquisition today in Hamburg. Ducati is known worldwide as a leading
brand in motorcycle manufacture, with outstanding expertise in engine development and
lightweight construction.
Alongside the traditional Italian brands Lamborghini and Italdesign, Ducati is now a
third pillar for AUDI AG in Northern Italy. Another building block in the Company's
growth strategy thus falls into place. Rupert Stadler, Chairman of the Board of
Management of AUDI AG, declared: "Ducati is known worldwide as a premium brand
among motorcycle manufacturers and has a long tradition of building sporty
motorcycles. It has great expertise in high-performance engines and lightweight
construction, and is one of the world's most profitable motorcycle manufacturers. That
makes Ducati an excellent fit for Audi." The progressive control systems and special
combustion chamber process of Ducati engines, their resulting sporty character, and
Ducati's extensive know-how in lightweight construction thus offer great potential for
AUDI AG and the Volkswagen Group.
Peter Mosch, Chairman of the General Works Council of AUDI AG, explains that the
employee representatives of AUDI AG support the Company's sustainable, co-determined
growth strategy. "We must use the opportunities offered by globalization for Audi -- and
that's exactly what we're doing. Everyone at Audi is looking forward to working with our
new colleagues from Ducati," commented Mosch.
Ducati is a globally active company and has manufacturing operations at its
headquarters in Bologna and at its own factory in Thailand. It maintains a series of
importer companies in strategic markets. Experts predict that the motorcycle market will
enjoy strong growth over the next few years, especially in Asia. In 2011, Ducati sold
around 42,000 motorcycles and generated revenue of some €480 million, employing
around 1,100 people.

The company was founded by Adriano and Marcello Ducati in Bologna in 1926. Known
originally as Società Scientifica Radiobrevetti Ducati, it initially built parts for radios. It
ventured into the manufacture of motorcycles in 1949.
Ducati has been actively involved in motorcycle racing for many decades through its
racing division Ducati Corse. Its racing activities are currently focused on the Ducati
official factory team in the MotoGP class of the Motorcycle World Championship and in
the Superbike World Championship, supporting competitive private teams. Ducati won
the manufacturers' championship in this latter class 17 times in 21 championships and the
pilots' 14 times.
Editor’s comment: A recent issue of Australian Motorcycle News featured an interview
with Ducati’s head of R&D and Brand Development. In that interview he compared Ducati
with BMW and drew the conclusion that while Ducati would like to offer a more complete
range of motorcycles like BMW does; the lack of funds is holding back the development of
‘bikes outside the companies current range. I would hazard a guess that Ducati has just
had that problem solved. Now that Ducati is a part of the Volkswagen group we could
expect interesting new developments from Ducati.
Ferdinand Piech, the Chairman of Volkswagen Audi Group (VAG) has coveted Ducati for
some time. He is an avid collector of fine motorcars and motorcycles and at 75 still rides.
When Ducati was sold to the Investindustrial group in 2008 it was rumoured that he
wanted to buy the motorcycle maker then but for what ever reason VAG did not bid. It
seems that he was not going to let the sale slip away this time.

Royal Enfield’s Twin Cylinder To Become a Reality
Strong of its renewed success around the world, the Indian owned British retro classic
Royal Enfield brand will have in the next 2 or 3 years a twin cylinder model in his lineup
which could displace between 600 to 1,000cc. Royal Enfield is said to be leaning on a

traditional layout, favoring a pushrod design with an overhead valve (OHV) rather than
the more modern over head cam (OHC) design. The main idea to keep the pushrod design
is to maintain the classic appeal of the motorcycle, with the characteristic low revving, high
torque nature that most Royal Enfield motorcycles are well known for. Royal Enfield used
to make parallel twin motorcycles in the 1950’s and 60’s called the Interceptor, which
features a 700cc, air cooled, parallel twin cylinder engine. Royal Enfield also made 500cc
parallel twin motorcycles before the 700cc versions. While the brand also built V-Twins in
the early part of its history, it chose to go the parallel twin way during most part of its
existence in England.
Source: www.cyrilhuzeblog.com/2012/04/06/fast-motorcycle-industry-news-87/

2012 BMW C 600 Sport Review
BMW redefines the maxi-scooter
BMW is hitting the scooter segment hard and heavy with the all-new C 650 GT luxury
scooter and the C 600 Sport maxi sportster that will change the way you think about
scooters.
The massively impressive thing about the BMW C 600 Sport is how stable the chassis is at
high speed, I mean, this is a scooter but it has got high-speed stability like a motorcycle. Its
647 cc inline-two-cylinder engine has enough power to propel it to speeds in excess of its
175 km/hr electronic governor. The engines in both C-class scooters allegedly develop 44
kW at 7500 rpm and 66 Nm of torque at 6000 rpm when rated at their crankshafts.

C 600 Sport (left) C 650 GT (right)
Riding a scooter in a big city like Madrid always means you're first at each traffic light. The
variable-ratio automatic transmission provides steady progress, but full throttle works best
when sprints are needed to stay ahead of traffic. Things start to happen faster around
3000 rpm, but I would have preferred torque to have spun up quicker for an even faster

reaction from a stand-still. Once underway there was ample response from the twocylinder engine.
The C 600's exceptional stability also pays off through fast, sweeping corners where
normal scooters usually try to tie themselves into knots. This gives lots of confidence and
the ability to carry lots of speed into and through the corners. The suspension is very firm
for a scooter, so there's none of that wobbly feel through corners or when braking hard.
ABS brakes come as standard, and BMW uses two 270mm discs up front. This should be
enough in theory, but let's not forget that the C 600 Sport weighs in at a porky 549 lbs (249
kg) and hence the brakes are not the strongest aspect of the new BMW scooters. I had no
problems braking hard when mountain riding, but the binders have a lack of feedback and
feel a bit spongy. No worries at all about safety; I just wanted stronger brakes or less bulk.
The seat is taller and narrower than the luxury sofa found on the 650 GT. This is to
emphasise the sportiness and additional sharper handling abilities of the Sport. It is still
comfortable but not in the same league as the GT. The sportier seat gives more freedom to
move about, and that's the whole point with the C 600 Sport.
Under the seat is a relatively large storage compartment and something BMW calls
Flexcase which enables additional storage space for an extra full-face helmet when the
scooter is parked. An expandable membrane is responsible for the extra space, but this can
only be used when parked (as the case touches the rear wheel when expanded), and the
engine will not start when the flexcase is deployed. Two open-faced helmets can fit without
expanding the Flexcase if they're on the small side. It will easily swallow a big shopping
bag and a full-faced helmet.

Due to the 70-degree forward inclination of BMW's new parallel-Twin engine, the whole
package is very flat but not flat enough to completely flatten out the area between the
rider's legs. BMW should have added a hook underneath the ignition key as seen on many
scooters, as this would allow for a small bag or additional helmet to be carried should you
have used the under seat compartment for something else.
The engine works as a load-bearing chassis element in conjunction with the tubular-steel
bridge frame. Along with the transmission, the power plant is quite a hefty unit weighing
in at nearly 180 lbs in total. The scooter has a single-sided swing arm made of aluminium,
but its large size looks anything but light.
The 810 mm seat height is 30 mm taller than on the GT, which I feel already was a little bit
too tall for this segment. At 6-feet tall, I'm just big enough to sit comfortably and have my
feet straight on the ground at a standstill. Somebody shorter may have to lean to either
side, and then the considerable weight of the whole thing comes into play. Should you do a
tight turn around on a hill and make a mistake such as not using enough throttle, the
scooter could easily succumb to gravity.
The sporty part of the Sport is brilliant. I have never enjoyed riding a scooter fast this
much -- it's very close in enjoyment to riding a full-on 600 cc motorcycle through the
corners. As soon as that 647 cc engine is spinning, there is lots of torque giving good
corner exit speed. Due to the automatic transmission, you do ride differently to a
motorbike, particularly mid-corner where you often have to let go completely of the
throttle. It gives a peculiar feeling of cruising through mid-corner when in reality you are
going as fast as you possibly can. You can't use the engine to control speed, basically, and
the brakes have to be used when you wouldn't on a motorcycle. The nature of the CVT
transmission makes the engine work in a reactive rather than progressive way.

The C 600 Sport wears Pirelli Diablo Scooter tires in dimensions 120/70-15 front and
160/60-15 rear. The width and profile is the same dimension as on most motorcycles but
are on 15-inch aluminium wheels rather than 17-inch wheels.
The instrument console has a modern feel, and even revs are showed in a small digital
graphic. There's plenty of information, and I particularly enjoyed the outdoor temperature
and miles per gallon feature. At top speed it showed around 5.1 litres per 100 km, which
isn't bad at all considering the high speed with the windscreen in its upper position.

The fuel tank takes 16 lt, and BMW's solution in opening the fuel tank cap is very clever as
you just push the ignition key and switch left to open it. Do the same towards the right and
the seat opens. This enables you to stop at the petrol station and open the fuel cap without
having to move.
The Sport's three-position windscreen is only manually adjustable, and you can't really do
this whilst riding. The windshield on the C650GT is much more protective and is
electrically adjustable. The Sport's fairing is lighter and sleeker. Our test models had the
sporty Cosmic blue metallic paint. Other options are the black metallic and silver metallic,
which doesn't complement the sporty look of the 600 quite as much as the blue.
Conclusion
BMW has done a very good job in creating its first bona fide scooter. The C 600 Sport is a
proper scooter, BMW style. It's very fast through corners and also outright on the
motorway, with great stability only really found on motorcycles. The foot boards that allow
both sporty riding and a stretched cruising position is a great feature, and the Flexcase is
another ingenious invention that adds to the practicality of the 600 Sport.
However, the C 600 Sport is a heavy machine for a scooter, and because of this its braking
performance suffers. And, for some riders, its seat is a little too tall. The BMW C 600 Sport
is a great scooter, but it's not perfect.
Highs:
High-speed stability
Powerful twin-cylinder engine
Practical
Lows:
250 kg is too heavy for a Sport scooter
Seat height could be a major obstacle for some
Braking power is only adequate
Source: www.motorcycle.com
Specifications/Technical Details
Engine
Capacity: 647 cc
Bore/stroke: 79/66 mm
Output: 44 kW at 7500 rpm
Torque: 66 Nm at 6000 rpm
Type: Water-cooled 2-cylinder 4 stroke engine
Compression/fuel: 11.6:1 / regular lead free (95 RON)
Valve control: DOHC (double overhead camshaft), bucket tappets
Valves per cylinder: 4
Intake/exhaust: 31.5/27.1 Ø mm
Throttle valve diameter: 38 mm

Fuel injection: BMS-E
Electrical system
Alternator: 588 W
Battery: 12/12 V/Ah
Gearbox power transmission
Clutch: Centrifugal clutch
Gearbox: CVT (continuously variable transmission)
Primary ratio: 1.06
Rear wheel drive: Chain in oil bath
Ratio: 1.688
Suspension
Frame type: Aluminium bridge frame with aluminium rear frame bolted on
Front suspension system: Upside down fork
Rear suspension system: Cast single swing arm
Spring travel front/rear: 115/115 mm
Trail: 92 mm
Wheelbase: 1591 mm
Steering head angle: 25.4°
Brakes, wheels and tyres
Brakes front: Hydraulically actuated two-rotor disc brake, 270 mm diameter, double
piston floating calliper
Brakes rear: Hydraulically actuated single disc brake, 270 mm diameter, double piston
floating calliper, ABS BMW Motorrad ABS (standard)
Wheels: Cast aluminium wheels, front 3.50 x 15", rear 4.50 x 15"
Tyres: front 120/70 R15, rear 160/60 R15
Dimensions and weights
Overall length: 2155 mm
Overall width: 877 mm
Seat height: 810 mm
Unladen weight: 249 kg
Fuel tank capacity: 16 l
Riding data
Fuel consumption
90 km/h 4.5 l/100 km
100 km/h 4.8 l/100 km
120 km/h 5.6 l/100 km
Acceleration 0-100 km/h: 7.1 s
Max speed: 175 km/h
Hello... I have a question!



Why isn't the number 11 pronounced onety-one?
If 4 out of 5 people SUFFER from diarrhoea ... does that mean that one out of five
enjoys it?







If a pig loses its voice, is it disgruntled?
If it's true that we are here to help others, then what exactly are the others here
for?
Do Lipton Tea employees take 'coffee breaks?'
What hair color do they put on the driver's licenses of bald men?
I thought about how mothers feed their babies with tiny little spoons and forks, so
I wondered what do Chinese mothers use. Toothpicks?

Motorist guilty of killing biker
Bay Post - 08 Feb, 2012 02:07 PM
A jury has found a 50-year-old woman guilty of causing the death of a motorcyclist at
Nelligen following her trial before Bega District Court.
Lynette Anne Stenhouse, of Kianga, had pleaded not guilty to the charge of negligent
driving causing the death of Christian Juan Jose Robertson on August 14, 2010.
She had also been charged with dangerous driving causing death.
Mr Robertson, a 39-year-old motorcyclist from Emu Ridge, ACT, was riding along the
Kings Highway at 10.15 am when the collision occurred.
Ms Stenhouse lost control of her Hyundai Excel on a left-hand bend near Nelligen Bridge
and her small green hatchback crossed onto the wrong side of the road colliding with the
motorcyclist.
The impact caused Mr Robertson to be thrown over a guardrail and into bushland, fatally
injuring him.
The jury decision came on Monday after nearly four days of deliberation.
Ms Stenhouse was granted bail and her case adjourned to the Sydney Downing Centre for
sentence on March 16 to allow for the preparation of a pre-sentence report.

Blonde logic!
Last year I replaced all the windows in my house with that expensive, double-panel
energy efficient kind. And today, I got a call from the contractor who installed them. He
was complaining that the work had been completed a whole year ago and I still hadn’t
paid for them.
Hellloooo ... just because I’m blonde doesn’t mean that I am automatically stupid. So, I
told him just what his fast talking sales guy had told me last year, “that in ONE YEAR
these windows would pay for themselves!” Helllooooo? “It’s been a year!” I told him.
There was only silence at the other end of the line, so I finally just hung up. He never
called back.

For sale
Kawasaki Nomad

I am selling the Nomad with 23,500 Km for $14,000.
$3,700 has been spent on accessories which include Light Bar, Hyper-charger Air Cleaning
Kit, Power Commander, Lower Fork Skins, Givi top box with stop lights, top box rack,
Vance & Hines pipes (originals also), Pannier Top Racks, Classic Tow Bar, Heated Grips,
Universal Cruise Control, Engine guard chaps for wet weather, Full workshop manual,
good tyres (rear new).
Frank Hopkins
02 44735422

Norton Commando 850
$15,000 or best reasonable offer
1974 850 Mk 2a The rarest and hardest to find model.
Original motor but all the rest fully restored. matching engine and frame numbers.
Easy starter, brand new carbs,new Grimeca brake cylinder, great paint work, new tyres
,new exhaust,electronic ignition, new brake pads and heaps more to much to list. Just
tuned and serviced. Fully registered until November.

Very regretful sale ,selling below cost due to serious back issues!
Give me a call if interested you can take it for a spin.
Cheers Rob McLennan 0409-230-486
(Rob is a member of the Sapphire Coast Branch)

Those who support us
Mick Cole Motorcycles
Authorised dealers for Honda, Yamaha and Suzuki
Eurobodalla Branch members are offered a 10% discount on accessories and some parts.
Remember to present your membership card before payment.
14 Ridge St.
North Bega
(02) 6492-3122
Website: www.mickcolemotorcycles.com.au

Canberra Motorcycle Centre
Sales and service for:
 Kawasaki, Honda, Ducati, KTM and Husaberg (at Fyshwick)
 Yamaha, Suzuki and Can-Am (at Mitchell)
We offer a 15% discount on accessories to Ulysses members on presentation of their card.
Conditions apply - savings off original prices, excludes some special orders.
Fyshwick (New Location)
1/30 Ipswich Street
(02) 6280-4491
Mitchell
26-28 Kembla Court
(02) 6241-8107
Website: www.canberramcc.com.au

Nowra Motorcycles
Sales and service for: Honda, Triumph, Husqvarna and Hyosung motorcycles.
Offers a 10% discount for Ulysses members on motorcycle service, spares and accessories.
132 Princes Highway
South Nowra
Call: (02) 4422-9681
E-mail: nowramotorcycles@bigpond.com
Website: nowramotorcycles.com.au

Great Southern Motorcycles
Suzuki and Kawasaki
Offers a 10% discount for Ulysses members on motorcycle accessories.
188 Princes Highway, South Nowra
Phone: (02) 4422-8889
E-mail: sales@greatsouthernmotorcycles.com.au
Website: greatsouthernmotorcycles.com.au

LetzScoot
 Sales, hire and service
 Unique showroom
 Full range of accessories
 Tires and electronic balancing
 Mechanical repairs to all makes
 Road-side assist
LetzScoot offers Eurobodalla Ulysses Branch members a 10% discount on accessories
Unit 1, 16 Kylie Cres. Batemans Bay
(02) 4472-6223 or 0439-727-717
www.letzscoot.com.au

I lent this fat bloke my bike, he sat on it and broke it! – The Editor!

